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INTiiODUCTIOU

The basis of concepts for the use of certain seams In the

construction of gai^ments is factually unsupoorted. A seam should

be strong enoxigh to stand the strain to which it will be subjected

in the wesr of the garment of which it is a part.

Dressmaker standards of garment construction that prevailed

at the beginning of the century have been largely replaced by

those imoosed by the trades. As a result the consumer has become

accustomed to seams and seam finishes tht^t can be executec quickly

but are often lacking in dvirability.

osams contribute to the Licrvlceability of a garment as well

as to its aopearance. The fabric, the kind of thread, the length

of stitch, and the gra inline direction are interacting factors

relating to the serviceability and appearance of seams.

Pacts are lacking concerning many assumptions as to the

quality and kin ^ ^x thread used. Mercerized thread, size pO,

available in a wide range of colors, supolies the demand for

colored cotton thread, oix-cord cotton thread, available in a

variety of sizes, but limited in color to black and white con-

tributes to other needs, whether one is better than the other

In specific instances is auestionable.

The ntmber of stitches per inch is another factor that

warrants conaideration. Many ready-made garments have relatively

few stitches per inch in the construction of seams. Garments

made of better quality fabric are more aaequateiy cut and have



more stitches per Inch in the construct! m of seams. Observa-

tions revesl thpt ^ament ses^us with the fewer stitches ->er inch

)ften give way under slight strain, whereas, a greater nuRiber of

stitC'Tss oroduces a seam of grei^ter stability.

As students are guided into formux. ux.. )i'<r.u v^^ces of c nstriic-

tion in the classroom, a certain amount of informetlon pertaining

to serviceability, as v/ell as comfort and attractiveness is

desirable. 'Phis guidance could be more effective if it wore

followed with facts and valid reasoning.

The wearing st)parel standards of the general public are in

the greatest measure set by the manufacturer. It has grown ever

more so as an Increasing nianber of garments are purchased reedy-

msde and fewer are made in the home or are custom-made. The

public tends to accept what is made availsble to them whether or

not it meets previous standards of quality. However, the sacri-

fice of standards may not be necessary, A-'erhaps a re-evaluaticn

of values is needed.

The purpose of this study wes to ascertain the relative

strength of a plain seam and a felled seen as controlled by cer-

tain variables, (1), fabric, one non-resin finished cotton fabric,

one resin finished cotton fabric, and one cotton Dacron polyester

blended fabric; (2), to compare the effectiveness of 15 stitches

per inch md 9 stitches per inch in a plain seam and a felled

Susan on the same fabrics; (3), to compare the effectiveness of

mercerized cotton thread and 6-cord cotton thread as used in the

two seams on the three fabrics; (•), to compare the strength of

the two saaris in reletion to lengthwise, crosswise and off-grain

directions of the fabrics.



RfiVIfiW OP LITiiiUrURE

The literature revealed thst little research has been can-

ducted in the study of seams used in c nstructi on of garments in

the home.

The United States Bureau of Human Nutrition end Home

Economics in cooperation with The >.hio otate university and the

Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station (U)» conducted rese^-rch on

certain features of cotton housework drosses. Seams, rsstch pockets

and buttonholes were studied in relf^tion to fabric, thread and

nxfffibor of stitches per inch.

In reporting results of this study, the irecticn of the

yarn of the fabric in relation to the seams ha- the greater influ-

ence on breaking strength. The other variants, in decending

importance, were length of stitch and kind of thread.

Considering all variables, stitched fell seams or flat felled

seams as they are also kn wn were the strongest of those studied.

The degree of superiority was influenced by the grs inline direc-

tion, that is, the relative location of the warp and the filling

yarns to the seam. The plain ;;eam, the lanped seam, and the

French seam were not significantly different in strength, but the

standing fell seams were somewhat weaker. This i^eakness was

associated with the tendency of the narrow edge of the seam to

ptill from the stitching.

The distribution of breaking strengths of seams made with

stitches of vari:)us sizes revealed the influence of the size of

the stitch. The higher breaking strengths were associated with
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the greater nxonber of stitches per inch,

Only approximately one fo\arth of the tests showed signifi-

cant difference in seara strengths associated with the i<ind of

thread used, Seems stitc'^ed with 6-cord unmercerized size 50

thread were stronger than th;se stitched with 3"*cord size 50 or

2-cord size 00 mercerized threads.

Results of research have shown that it is the cleansing

rather than wear that causes seam and seam finish deterioration,

Shelden (3), Tjrepared samijles of hems and seams for tests, rhe

restilts were reported in generalizations, due partially to the

great number of variables. One significsint conclusion was the

fact that teachlnp; techniques need to be re-evaluated in the light

of the use of modern fabrics,

MfiTHOD OP PROCEDURE

In an effort to create a sampling representative of a type

of clothing construction done in the home, broadcloth fabrics

were chosen, A Dacron polyester and cotton blend, a "wash ana

V'fear" or resin treated cotton, and a cotton fabric without a

resin finish were used. In order to obtain fabric from two lots

the fabrics were taken from two bolts,

Thi-ee samples t^ere cut from each of the two lots of each

fabric in an attei^ .^ i. , lessen the oossibillt^ -f err " r-o ^ ^ug

dvie to a fabric irregulf^rity that is not plainly visible.

The samples were cut to meet the specifications of /imerican

Society for Testing i%terials. Committee D-I3 (1), for breaking

strength, grab method, and to include a five-eigths inch seam

allowance. Seems were made on the lenrthwlse, crosswise and off-



grain of the fabric to simulate the construction seams of garments,

rh« lengthwise and crosswise seam sraulas were measured and cut

with the grain of the fabric. The off-grain seams were cut at

a 17 degree angle using a pattern. The degree of angle was

determined by measuring tho degree of angle of should &r seams on

ten commercial garment patterns and the mean c&lculated,

A standard 201 Singer sewing machine, the type sold for home

use was used for stitching the seans. i'he number of stitches per

inch was determined on the basis of the number of stitches used

in a niinber of ready-made garments that were observed, The better

garments, or at least the more expensive ones, had a great=jr niaa-

ber jf stitches nev inch t'-^an the less exrsensive ones,

i'he plain Svjain and. the felled seam were constructed, -^'hese

seams are widely used on r«edy-m8de garments and those commonly

c. nstructec at home, ^^ize i>0 mercerized g^>. v ii t-^read was

selected because of the wide ren^Te of color, but since 6-cord

cotton, size 5o, was limited to black and white, all the thread

used as white fcr the sake of uniformity.

Six spools each of mercerized cotton and 6-cord cotton thread

were nurchasad in six different places to Increase the chances

of their being from different lots, A bobbin was wound frcan

each spool of thread to be used with it in stitching the seams.

A size 11; sewing machine needle, the size recominun-ed by the sew-

ing machine man\afac tm^er as best suited for size ^0 thread was

used. To Insure the greatest degree of possibility for realistic

difference, each sample in each series was stitched with its

corresponding thread, ^or example, sample 1 was stitched with



spool 1, sample 2 with spool 2, and so on for the six samples

prepared for test.

After the seams were stitched they vrnre pressed with a

General Electric steam-dry iron, with the setting at full steam.

The sam-^les were conditioned and broken according to standard

test methods. The breaking strengths of seams and fabrics were

deteiTTilned on a pendiilum type fabric tester using the grab method.

The thread strengths were determined on a pendtilum type

fabric strength tester. Ten threads were laid parallel and

taped at a distance of five inches. Each of the spools of thread

for both the mercerized cotton and the 6-cord cotton were repre-

sented within the sample group. The distance between the clamps

at the start of the test was five inches. The mean was calculated

from twenty saranles.

The fabrics were analyzed for the percent of sizing in the

non-resin treated cotton fabric and for the percent of resin

carried in the resin-treated cotton fabric,

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
•f.

It is as slimed that the strength of seams In garments is

influenced by many factors. This study was designed to compare

the effects of the controlled factors of three kind of fabric,

two kinds of thread, two stitch lengths and three grainline

directions on the relative strengths of two seams. The fabrics

were broadcloth of medium qiiality, purchased on the open market.

Specimens are sh^wn in Plate I,

The physical properties of the fabrics under consideration



SXPLANATION OF PLATS I

Fabric 3 used in seam construction

Pig, 1 Resin treated cotton fabric

Pig. 2 Non-resin treated cotton fabric

Pig" 3 Dacron polyester cotton blend fabric

J. \ Kt'i
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PLATii I.

Pig. 1

Pig. 2

Pig. 3



are Identified in Table 1, weight per square yard, thiclcnesa,

yarn count and breaking strength were characteristics studied.

The weight per square yard of the non-resin treated cotton

fabric and the Dacron polyester cotton blend varied only .0? of

an ounce per square yard. The resin treated cotton was heaviest,

weighing .52 of an ounce per square yard more than the non-rosin

treated cotton. The Dacron polyester cotton blend was lightest

in weight, 3,6? ounces per square yard.

The difference in thickness of the three fabrics was stiiall.

The thicker fabric was the resin-tref-ted cotton while the non-

resin treated cotton was the thinnest.

The yarn count of the Dacron polyester cotton blend fabric

waa the most nearly balanced, having 35-3 more warp yarns per inch

than filling yarns, i'he non-resin treated cotton had more than

twice as many warp yarns as filling yarns, while the resin-treated

cotton had just over tw^lce as many waiT> yarns as filling yarns.

The warp breaking strength of the non-resin treated cotton

was the greatest. The Dacron polyester cotton blend fabric

broke at the lowest number of povinds. The spread of mean breaking

strengths covered by the three fabrics was 1U,2 pounds. The

filling breaking strength was much lower than the warp. The

resin treated cotton, fillingwise was the strongest v/hereas the

fillingwise of the non-resin treated cotton was the weakest.

The spread of breaking strengths, filling wise was li{..U pounds.

The non-resin treated fabric contained 3«ii7 percent sizing.

The resin-treated cotton contained 3.59 percent resin finish.

The Dacron polyester and cotton fabric was sold as 65 percent
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Table 1» Prop»rtl®B of three cotton and cotton
blttnded fftbrlcs uaad for s««a tests.

Fabric r Veirht tThick-; Count ;Bre»klm^. Strength : Per- i^&r-

:c>er jn«sa i T" rMeisn tUmun scent seent

IS uore: jWRrp:FlU-JWiirp iFUlingsOf sOf

jYard : : tiag s J : Sizing :H«ain

J : ; t t _: : ;Finish

; oz. : in. t no. mo. : Iba. ; lb s. : :

Treated 3.7U ,0086 120.8 55.6 ^2,8 l8.h 3.U6
Cotton

Tz*<iftted ^
Cotton It.26 .0113 118 $7.6 $8.8 32*8 3.59

Decrcn/ ^ ,

Cotton 3.67 .009 97.6 62,3 I48.6 2?
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DacroD polyester grd 35 percent cotton.

The thread used was inercerlzed cotton and 6-cord cotton,

both size 50. ' arsfleld (2), states that slrce thread holds

a gtar?!©rst toaether It should be Idconspicuous as well as strong

enouah to hold firtnly and permanently , It needs to match the

fabric as nearly as possible i.n color, luster, yam siae and

elasticity.

The mercerized cotton thread size 50 and 6-cora cotton size

50 vere tested for breadlni? strergth. The mean of tae ten-strand

tests revealed a superiority of only ,M pound in fawor of the

mercerized cotton. The nean of the tests for mercerized cotton

was 20,5 Dounds, for tne 6-cord cotton, 20.1 pounds.

The ssean breaking strengtn of seams wlii be found In Table 2,

Tb© data were analysed statistically. The analysis of variance

for the breaking stt^rgtha of the plain seam as it interacted

vltn the variables is shown in Table 3. The analysis of variance

for the breaking strengths of tne felled seam as it interacted

with the variables is shown In Table 4,

Plain 3ean?s. The breaking strength of plain aeans in all

thr83 fabrics showed a greater mean breaking strength in those

stitched with 15 stitches per inch than those with nine. With 9

stitches per inch there was no difference between the scan break-

ing strength of the resin-treated cotton and the ncn-resin treated

cotton. The Dacron polyester and cotton blend had a higher

breaking strength than the other fabrics. 'Vben the stlcb nuaber

was increased to 15, there was no difference between the mean

breaking strength of the ncn-resln treated cotton and the Dacron
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Table 2, Mean breaking strength!J of the plain and felled seams

Plain Seams i-'elled Seams
Mercerized fe-cord Mercerized 6-cord

Resin-treated cotton

9 stitches
warp 2!+.8 25 30.2 31.2

filling 19.2 lp.8 36.6 1;6
off-grain 28.6 25.1+ 46.6 56.1.

15 stitches
warp 23.1} 2k.k 30.2 29.6

filling 38.U ItO.i^ 58 56
off-grain 37.0 1|3.8 56.2 63.8

Non-resin treated cotton

9 stitches
warp 17.8 17.6 18 18.8

filling 23.U 21.2 hk.h 58
off-grain 26.U 30.2 53.6 ^k

15 stitches
warp 17.1^ i7.ll 11].

8

19.2
filling 36 i).0.8 56.6 61.2

off-grain 37 ai.i; • 61 68.1;

Dacron polyester and cotton blend

9 stitches
warp 26.1; 27. U 30.8 30.2

filling 26 33.6 la.

2

39.6
off-grain 214.. 6 31 ia.8 i;0.2

1$ stitches
warp 22 21.8 29.U 27.2

filling 3i|.2 35.8 43.2 U2.8
off-grain 37 38.1; 43.8 i;5.6
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Table 3. Analysis of variance for breaking
strength of plain seams

Source of Degree of Sum of Mean F Signifi-
Variation Freedom Squares Square cance

Fabric 2 212.05 106.02 6.53 a-k

Thread 1 1^0,1^5 li|0.I^5 8.65 irii

Stitches 1 2808. Ii 5 2808.U5 173. Oil **r*
Dli ection 2 1^098.55 20U9.28 126.26 ieieit

P X T 2 U3.20 21.60 1.33 n.s.
P X S 2 510.53 255.26 15.73 -rf**

P X D h 582.38 11^5.60 8.97 *-:<•{;-

T X S 1 19.31; 19. 3U 1.19 n.s.
T X D 2 66.03 33.02 2.03 n.s.
S X D 2 2317.50 1158.75 71.1^0 Urieif

Error 160 2597.05 16.23
Total 179 13395.53

* significant at 5 percent level

** significant at 1 percent level

na-ii significant at 0.1 percent level
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Table U, Analysis of variance for
breaking strength of felled seams

Source of Degree s of Sum of Mean F Signifi-
Variation Freedom Squares Square s

37.82

cance

Fabric 2 1785.28 892.61; •if-n-a

Thread 1 309.I42 309. i;2 13.11 a-ii-ie

Stitches 1 1258.75 1258.75 53. 3U «««
Direction 2 25029. 7ii 125lh.87 530.29 iHUt
P X T 2 2114.81 107.I1.O li.55 «
P X S 2 361.68 180. 8I1 7.66 aaa
P X D k i;791.79 1197.95 50.76 v-U-k

T X S 1 39,21 39.21 1.66 n.s.
T X D 2 168.88 81|.1U^ 3.58 •a

S X D 2 69ii.l|.9

3775.86
hk.7.2k 18. "^5 ieii-ii

Error 160 23.60
Total 179 38629.91

« significant at 5 nercent level

*f* significant et 1 percent level

^a^ significant at 0.1 percent level
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polyester cotton blend fabric. The resin-treated cotton had a

higher mean breaking strength than did the other two fabrics.

This interaction of stitches per inch and fabric was significant

at the 0,1 per cent level. Plate II illustrates the artpearance

of plain seams in resin-treated cotton fabric after breaking.

The off-grain seams had a higher mean breaking strength

than did thd warpwise and flllingwise seams in both the resin-

treated and the non-resin treated cotton fabric. However, the

fillingwise seasas had a higher mean breaking strength than did

the warpwise ones. In the Dacron polyester cotton blend there

was no difference between the mean breaking strengths of the off-

grain and fillingwise seams, whereas the off-grain and fillingwise

seams both had higher mean breaking strengths than did the warp-

wise seams. The warpwise seams showed no difference in the mean

breaking strengths on the resin-treated cotton fabric and the

Dacron polyester cotton blend fabric. However, the non-resin

treated cotton fabric and the Dacron polyester cotton blend

fabric had h higher mean breaking strength than did the resin-

treated cotton fabric. The Dacron polyester cotton blend had a

higher mean breaking strength fillingwise than did the two cot-

ton fabrics. However, the non-resin treated cotton fabric had a

higher mean breaking strength than did the re sin-treated fabric.

The off-grain seams showed no difference in the mean breaking

strength among the three fabrics. The interaction of the fabrics

in relation to the grainline direction of the seams were signif-

icant at the 0.1 per cent level.

The fillingwise and the off-grain seams showed that the

mean breaking strength was higher with l5 stitches per inch than



EXPLANATION OP PLATE II

The destruction of the plain seam in resin-

treated cotton fabric; fillingwise, off-grain

and warpwise grainline directionj iS stitches

per inch and 6-cord cotton thread

»% *, - :'



PLATE II
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with 9. 'Vith the warpwise seam, the mean breaking strength

was less for the samples with Ip stitches per inch than those

with 9 stitches. Nine stitches per inch showed there was no

difference between the mean breaking strength of the warpwise

and fillingwlse seams. The offgrain seams had a higher breaking

strength than did the other two seams , When 1^ stitches per inch

were used, there was no difference between the mean breaking

strengths of the of:egraln searaa and that of the fillingwlse

seams. The off-grain and the fillingwlse seams both had a higher

mean breaking strength than did the warpwise seams. Plate III

illustrates the apnearance of plain seams In Dacron polyester

cotton blend fabric after breaking. The number of stitches in

relation to the direction of the grainline seam was significant

at the 0.1 percent level.

Felled Seams . The mercerized cotton and the 6-cord cotton

thread showed no difference V)etween the mean breaking strength

of the resin-treated cotton and the non-resin treated cotton fabric.

The cotton fabrics both had a higher mean breaking strength than

did the Dacron polyester cotton blend. In the resin-treated

cotton and the non-resin treated cotton fabric, the 6-cord cotton

thread had a higher breaking strength than did the mercerized thread,

With the Dacron polyester cotton blend, there was no difference

between the mean breaking strength of the two threads. The inter-

action of thread and fabric was significant at the 5 percent level

for felled seams whereas there was no signific&.nce for the sama

interaction on plain seams.

All three fabrics showed a greater mean breaking strength

at 15 stitches per inch than at 9» With both 9 and 1$ stitches



EXPLANATION OF PLATS III

The destruction of the plain seam in

Dacron polyester cotton blend fabric;

flllingwise, off-grain and warpwis©

grainline direction; 9 stitches per

inch end mercerized cotton thread
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PLATE III
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per inch, there was no difference between the mean breaking strength

of the resin treated and the non-resin treated cotton fabric.

The Dacron polyester and cotton blend had a lower mean breaking

strength than did the two cotton fabrics. The relation between

stitches per inch and kind of fabric revealed a significance at

the 0.1 per cent level.

On the resin-treated and the non-resin treated cotton fabric,

the off-grain seams had a higher mean breaking strength than did

the warpwise seains. In the Dacron polyester and cotton blend,

there was no difference between the mean breaking strength of

the off-grain sepjn and the fillingwise seam. The off-grain

seam and the fillingwise seam both had a higher mean breaking

strength than did the warpwise. The fabric and the gre inline

direction as Interaction variables revealed a significance at the

0,1 percent level,

With both the mercerized cotton end the 6-cord cotton thread,

the off-grain seams h^d a higher mean breaking strength than did

the fillingwise and warpwise seams. The fillingwise had a higher

mean breaking strength than did the warpwise seams. On the warp-

wise seams there was no difference between the mean breaking

strength of the mercerized cotton and 6-cord cotton thread.

However, with the fillingwise and the off-grain seams, 6-cord

cotton thread had a higher mean breaking strength than did the

mercerized cotton. The thread in relation to the grg inline

direction showed a significant difference at the 5 percent level.

However, in the plain seam there was no significant difference,

Plate IV illustrates the appearance of felled seams in non-resin

treated cotton fabric after breaking.



EXPLANATION OP PLATfi IV

The destruction of the felled seam in

non-resin treated cotton fabric; filling-

wise, off-grain and warpwise grainline

direction; 9 stitches per inch and 6-cord

cotton thread
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In the samples stitched with 1^ stitches per inch, the off-

grain and the fillingwise seams hed a higher mean breaking strength

than those stitched with 9 stitches per inch. On the warpiirlse

seam, the mean breaking strength vms lower with 15 stitches per

inch than with 9 stitches. With 9 stitches there was no difference

between the mean breaking strength of the warrtvrise ssejns snd that

of the fillingwise. The off-grain seams hsd a higher mean break-

ing point strength than did the warpwise and fillingwise. wftien

'^ 15 stitches were used, there was no difference between the mean

breaking strength of the off-grain seams and that of the filling-

wise. The off-grain and fillingwise seams both had a higher mean

breaking strength than did the warpwise seamo. The number of

stitches in relation to the seam direction showed a significant

difference at the 0.1 percent level. Plate V illustrates the

appearance of felled seams in resin-treated cotton fabric after

breaking,

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

The p\irpose of this study was to, (1) ascertain the relative

strength of the plain seam and the felled seam in one resin-

treated cotton fabric, one non-resin treated cotton fabric and

one Dacron polyester cotton blend fabric; (2) to compare the

effectiveness of 9 stitches per inch and lo stitches r>sr inch as

used in the plain seam and in the felled seam on the three fabrics;

(3) to compare the effectiveness of mercerized cotton thread,

size 50, and 6-cord cotton thresd, size 50, as usod in the two

seams on the three fabrics; (U) to compare the strength of the

two seams in relation to the lengthwise, crosswise and off grainline



EXPLANATION OP PLATE V

The destruction of the felled seam in

resin-treated cotton fabric: fillingwise,

off-grain and warpwise grainline iirection;

1^ stitches per inch and mercerized cotton

thread
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In the three fabrics.

The fabrics were dlfierent in respect to the kind of finish

on the two cotton fabrics and the fiber content of this. The

two cotton fabrics were similar in yarn count, both warpwise and

fillingwlse; the blended fabric differed from the cotton fabrics

but was more nearly balanced within itself.

The breaking strength of the raercerl?;ed thresd was slightly

greater than for the 6-cord cotton. However, the difference was

not significant, statistically. When the saams stitched with

these threads were compared, 9 stitches per inch with l5 stitches

per inch, again the Interaction was not significant.

The relation of the variables with each other showed that

fabric in relation to the thread was significant on the felled

seam but showed no significance on the plain seam.

The number of stitches per inch in relation to the fabric

sh'jwed a significance on both the plain and felled seam; also,

the fabric in relation to grainline direction revealed a signi-

ficance on both seams.

Thread in relation to nvmber of stitches per inch was not

signlficpnt on the plain seams or the felled seams. However,

thread in relction to grainline direction was significant on the

felled but showed no significance on the plain seams.

When the interaction of the number of stitches and the grain-

line direction wa^- analyzed, both the felled seams and the plain

seams revealed significance.

In general, the off-grain and fillingwlse seams showed the

greater strength, perhaps due to the greater strength of the warp
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yarns which carried the pvai for the fillingwise seams. Both

sets of yarns bore the pull for the offgrain seams. The weakness

of the warpwise seams may be attributed in some degree to the

weaker filling yarns in the fabfic.

The plain seam was stronger warpwise with 9 stitches per

Inch than with l5. However with off-grain and fillingwise seams,

15 stitches per inch were stronger than 9. 'The kind of thread

had no significance, exceot with the off-grain and fillingwise

felled ssams.
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The pijrpose of this study was to ascertain the relative

strength of the plain seam and the felled seam in one resin-

treated and one non-resin treated cotton fabric and one Dacron

polyester and cotton blend fabric, as related to mercerized

cotton thread end 6-cord cotton thread, both size $0 for stitch-

ing and to 9 stitches per inch and l5 stitches v^r inch as used

in seams lengthwise, crosswise and In off-grainline direction of

the fabrics.

The fabrics were analyzed to determine weight per square

yard, yarn count, thickness and breaking strength. All breaking

strengths were determined on a pendulum type fabric tester.

The data from the mean breaking strengths of the two seams

were analyzed statistically to determine the significance of

variance.

The interaction of number of stitches in relation to

grainline direct! n; fabric in relation to grainline direction

and fabric in relation to number of stitches was significant in

both the seams. The interaction of fabric in relation to thread

and of thread in relation to grainline direction was significant

only in the felled sesms. The interaction of thread and number

of stitches was not significant in either seam.


